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Abstract
Dark matter interacts gravitationally, but it presumably interacts weakly through other channels,
especially with respect to regular luminous matter. We look at different ways in which dark
matter may couple to other fields. We briefly review some example approaches in the literature
for modeling the coupling between dark energy and dark matter and examine the possibility of an
arguably better-motivated approach via non-minimal coupling between a scalar field and the Ricci
scalar, which is necessary for renormalization of the scalar field in curved space-time. We also show
an example of a theory beyond the Standard Model in which dark matter is uniquely connected
to the inflaton, and we use observational astrophysical constraints to specify an upper bound on
the dark matter mass. In turn, this mass constraint implies a limit on the unification scale of the
theory, a decoupling scale of the theory, and the number of e-folds of inflation allowed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is fascinating to think that only roughly 4% of our universe is made up of ordinary
matter that we are familiar with, while dark matter and dark energy comprise the rest. We
still do not understand the fundamental nature of dark matter or dark energy.
Dark matter has only been detected gravitationally so far, and the candidates for dark
matter include macroscopic objects, such as black holes and massive compact halo objects
(MACHOs), and many non-baryonic particle models [1], including weakly interacting mas-
sive particle (WIMP) models. Dark matter was first inferred from the rotation curves of
galaxies [2, 3], which seemed to indicate that there must be some unseen mass providing the
gravitational potential needed for the orbiting rates of stellar matter near the outer reaches
of galaxies to be as high as what was observed. Direct detection experiments that look for
direct interaction between dark matter and a target material have strongly constrained the
allowed cross section for many interactions due to non-observation [4, 5], and indirect detec-
tion may potentially come from the detection of decay products [6, 7], such as neutrinos that
the IceCube experiment may detect [8], or cosmic rays accelerated by supernovae that the
AMS-02 experiment has studied [9]. There is currently a 3.5-keV radiation signature coming
from certain galaxies (and which is noticeably absent in others) that may be explained by
interactions with dark matter [10]. For more review of dark matter, consider [11-13].
In the following, we present interesting aspects of some possible dark matter couplings.
We examine a connection between dark matter and other fields via non- minimal cou-
pling (i.e., coupling to other fields through the Ricci scalar). After briefly reviewing some
parametrizations of coupled dark matter and dark energy in the literature, we explore in
detail the coupling between dark energy and dark matter that must be present simply due to
space-time curvature by making some reasonable and general assumptions about the dark en-
ergy potential and the coupling strength, and we are able to describe the conversion between
dark energy and dark matter without ever explicitly specifying a coupling parametrization.
Next, we describe a model beyond the Standard Model called the luminogenesis model,
which incorporates in a consistent way the inclusion of dark matter and the inflaton, along
with other particles beyond the Standard Model. We describe the unique coupling between
dark matter and the inflaton in this model, and we use astrophysical constraints to arrive
at an upper bound on the dark matter mass, which in turn constrains the unification scale
and another scale of the luminogenesis model, along with the number of e-folds of cosmic
inflation allowed.
II. COUPLED DARK MATTER AND DARK ENERGY
Consider the action for general relativity in which dark energy is represented by a real
scalar field (c = 1):
S = Sg + Sφ + Sξ + Sm =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R
16piG
− 1
2
gµν∇µφ∇νφ− V (φ)− 1
2
ξRφ2
]
+ Sm, (1)
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where the first term is the usual contribution to the Einstein tensor (Sg), the second and third
terms are the contribution to the scalar field dark energy (Sφ), the fourth term allows for non-
minimal coupling of the scalar field (Sξ), and Sm is the action for the rest of the contents of
the universe. Sξ represents the direct interaction between curvature and the scalar field, and
it is necessary for the renormalization of a scalar field in a curved background. Minimizing
the action with respect to the metric leads to Einstein’s equation,
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8piGTµν ≡ 8piG(Tµν [φ] + Tµν [m]), (2)
where
Tµν [m] = − 2√−g
δSm
δgµν
, (3)
Tµν [φ] ≡ − 2√−g
δ(Sφ + Sξ)
δgµν
. (4)
We have included the variation of the interaction term in Tµν [φ]. There are different ways of
accounting for Sξ [14]. Some choose to include the variation of Sξ instead in the form of an
effective gravitational constant Geff that varies with φ, but we choose to have a constant G
with an altered stress-energy tensor for φ. And it follows that
∇µT µν = 0. (5)
Each component of the contents of the universe is typically modeled as a perfect fluid so
that in the fluid’s rest frame
Tµν [i] = diag(ρi, pi, pi, pi), (6)
where i stands for either φ or some other content of the universe, ρi is its fluid energy density,
and pi is its fluid pressure.
In standard cosmology, the flat Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric,
which describes a homogeneous and isotropic universe, is typically used:
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t) (dx2 + dy2 + dz2) . (7)
Using this metric, the solutions to Einstein’s equations are called the Friedmann equations:
H2 =
8piG
3
ρ, (8)
H˙ +H2 = −4piG
3
(ρ+ 3p), (9)
where H ≡ a˙/a and · represents differentiation with respect to t.
Energy-momentum conservation, Eq. (5), implies
ρ˙+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0. (10)
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This equation can also be obtained from Eqs. (8) and (9) and so is not independent of these.
Minimizing the action with respect to the field φ results in the equation of motion
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V ′(φ) + ξRφ = 0, (11)
where ′ represents differentiation with respect to φ.
In the concordance model of cosmology, each component of the universe is assumed to
be separately conserved, that is,
ρ˙i + 3H(ρi + pi) = 0 (12)
for all i. In an interacting fluid model, the total fluid is conserved, but not each component
separately. If we consider the late universe dominated by dark matter and dark energy, then
ρ = ρφ + ρm and p = pφ + pm, (13)
and the interaction between the dark matter and dark energy fluids is typically described as
ρ˙φ + 3H(ρφ + pφ) = −Q, (14)
˙ρm + 3H(ρm + pm) = Q. (15)
A sampling of proposals for the interaction term Q are as follows:
Q = βHρφ. (16)
Q = βHρm, (17)
Q = βH(ρm + ρφ), (18)
Q = βHρφρm/(ρφ + ρm), (19)
Q = −β(ρ˙φ + ˙ρm). (20)
The third interaction term listed here has been used as an approach toward solving the
coincidence problem. For more details on these models and others see the review [15]. It
has also been shown that some amount of interaction between dark energy and dark matter
may alleviate tension between local measurements of H0 from the Hubble Space Telescope
and global measurements of H0 from the Planck Satellite [16].
We are still ignorant of the fundamental nature of dark matter and dark energy, so they
very well may interact directly through an interaction term coupling the dark matter and
dark energy fields directly, leading to a particular form of Q. At the very least, these fields
should interact through the graviton. Even more so, if ξ is non-zero as the renormalizability
of a scalar field in a curved background requires, then the form of Q would be according to
the term in the Lagrangian −1
2
ξRφ2. This term is a clear indication of interaction since R
depends on H and H˙ in the FLRW metric, and R is clearly dependent on the dark matter
(and dark energy) fields via the Friedmann equations, Eqs. (8) and (9), since ρ and p can be
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expressed in terms of the fields, as we will show. And even present in
√−g is a dependence
on the field content via Einstein’s equation, which relates curvature to mass-energy. The
relationship here between curvature and mass-energy is fixed if we treat the background as
fixed.
A. An Approach to the Coupling Between Dark Matter and Dark Energy
We now present a clever procedure of studying the coupling between dark matter and
dark energy without out directly specifying a potential V (φ) for dark energy and without
specifying a particular parametrization for Q. Using Eq. (4), one obtains [17]
Tµν [φ] = ∇µφ∇νφ− 1
2
gµν∇αφ∇αφ−V (φ)gµν + ξ(Rµν− 1
2
Rgµν)φ
2 + ξ(g2µν−∇µ∇νφ2). (21)
Since
T00[φ] = ρφ and Tii[φ] = pφ for i = 1, 2, or 3, (22)
we have
ρφ =
1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ) + 6ξHφφ˙+ 3ξH2φ2 (23)
and
pφ =
1
2
(1− 4ξ)φ˙2 − V (φ) + 2ξHφφ˙− 2ξ(1− 6ξ)H˙φ2 − 3ξ(1− 8ξ)H2φ2 + 2ξφV ′(φ). (24)
We specify the usual equation-of-state parametrization for dark energy and dark matter,
pφ = wφρφ and pm = wmρm, (25)
and we assume pressureless dark matter,
wm = 0. (26)
We use the methodology and results of [18] in what follows. Instead of specifying V (φ),
we simply assume that it is changes slowly. This is a good assumption at least around the
present cosmological time, for which wφ seems to be fairly constant (and close to −1) [19].
At the very least, a slowly changing potential is certainly consistent with cosmological data,
and this approximation serves as a way of allowing for an explicit calculation of wφ and
ρφ that is valid for a variety of choices for V (φ). Keeping variation small may also help
minimize unknown quantum gravity effects [18, 20, 21].
So we assume slow-roll conditions:
1
V
dV
dφ
 1, (27)
1
V
d2V
dφ2
 1. (28)
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In addition, we assume
|wφ + 1|  1, (29)
meaning that wφ is very close to −1, which accords with cosmological data. We also assume
ξ << 1 (30)
for simplification, and this assumption is inclusive of the case in which ξ is 1/6, the conformal
coupling value in four dimensions. With these approximations, an analytic expression for
wφ can be obtained:
1+wφ(a) =
1
9
{[
1 + (Ω−1φ0 − 1)a−3
]
(1− Ωφ0)
1 + (a3 − 1)Ωφ0
}2−8ξ/3{
6
√
2z0ξB
([
1+(Ω−1φ0−1)a−3
]−1
;
1
2
−4ξ
3
,−1+4ξ
3
)
+
[√
3λ0(1− 2ξ)− 6
√
2z0ξ
]
B
([
1 + (Ω−1φ0 − 1)a−3
]−1
;
3
2
− 4ξ
3
,−1 + 4ξ
3
)}2
, (31)
where a 0 subscript denotes the present time (a0 = 1), Ωφ0 is the fraction of the present
dark energy density ρφ0 out of the present total energy density ρ0, and we have defined
z0 ≡
√
4piG
3
φ0 and λ0 ≡ − 1√
8piGV
dV
dφ
|φ=φ0 . (32)
According to our assumptions, we expect λ0 to be very small, and cosmological data for Ωφ0
implies that z0 should be very small, so these these λ0 and z0 can be chosen appropriately.
The function B(u; a, b) used above is the incomplete beta function:
B(u; a, b) =
∫ u
0
ta−1(1− t)b−1dt. (33)
Under the approximations, we can express Ωφ(a) as
Ωφ(a) ≡ ρφ/ρ =
[
1 + (Ω−1φ0 − 1)a−3
]−1
. (34)
According to the definition of the incomplete beta function, in Eq. (33), |u| is less than 1,
and this is true in the case of Eq. (31) since u is equal to Ωφ(a), which is always less than
1. Also, in Eq. (33), z is greater than 0, and this implies in Eq. (31) that ξ is less than 3/8.
In general (no approximation), because the total pressure p is only due to dark energy,
w ≡ p
ρ
=
pφ
ρ
= wφΩφ. (35)
And using Eq. (10) and
d
dt
= aH
d
da
, (36)
it can be shown that in general
ρ = ρ0Exp
[
−
∫ a
1
3(1 + w)
a′
da′
]
. (37)
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Now we have what we need to express what Q would be. Eq. (14) tells us
−Q = aH dρφ
da
+ 3Hρφ(1 + wφ), (38)
and we can express this in terms of our expressions for wφ and Ωφ from Eqs. (31) and (34)
using H from Eq. (8) and ρφ from Eq. (34).
As one might expect, for parameters that accord with cosmological data, Q turns out to
be very small around the present. In Figs. (1 - 3), Ωφ0 is 0.69 (in accordance with recent
Planck+WP+BAO+JLA data fits from [22]), and the parameters λ0 and z0 are appropriately
chosen to be small: λ0 = 0.01 and z0 = 0.01. Fig. (1) shows how −Q varies with ξ at the
present (redshift z = 0).The magnitude of Q is small compared to the size of ρφ and ρm
(from Fig. (3)), and we can see that the magnitude of Q increases with increasing ξ, as one
would expect from the ξ coupling term in the Lagrangian. Even for the case when ξ is 0, Q
is non-zero; although our plots here have been made using approximations, one can think
of this coupling as due to, theoretically, the coupling of
√−g multiplying the Lagrangian in
the field theory or an explicit interaction term in V (φ) that couples φ and the dark matter
field directly; either way, we don’t expect a large coupling. Figs. (2) and (3) show redshift
z on the horizontal axis (a = 1
1+z
), so time increases toward the left in those plots, and
z < 0 represents the future. For both of these plots, ξ is set to 0.1. One can see how −Q
evolves over time in Fig. (2). Fig. (3) shows how ρφ acts roughly as a cosmological constant
(since we assumed wφ ≈ −1 and strictly bigger than −1) and how ρm decreases over time,
as expected for cold dark matter.
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FIG. 1. We plot −Q (in solar masses ×parsec−3/second) vs ξ for the case of redshift z = 0,
Ωφ0 = 0.69, λ0 = 0.01, and z0 = 0.01.
B. How Constraints on Dark Matter May Affect Inflation
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FIG. 2. We plot −Q (in solar masses ×parsec−3/second) vs redshift z for the case of ξ = 0.1,
Ωφ0 = 0.69, λ0 = 0.01, and z0 = 0.01.
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FIG. 3. We plot ρφ and ρm (in solar masses ×parsec−3) vs redshift z for the case of ξ = 0.1,
Ωφ0 = 0.69, λ0 = 0.01, and z0 = 0.01. ρφ is represented by the blue solid line, and ρm is
represented by the dashed green line.
As there is currently no place for a new particle responsible for dark matter in the
Standard Model of particle physics, we need a model beyond the Standard Model to include
it. One such model is known as the luminogenesis model [23–25]. In the luminogenesis
model, dark matter is uniquely connected to the inflaton, as we will discuss, and we are
going to utilize astrophysical constraints on strongly-coupled dark matter to constrain its
mass, which will allow us to constrain the unification scale and a lower scale of this theory,
as well as the number of e-folds of inflation allowed.
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The formation of galaxies and galaxy clusters is heavily influenced by the nature of dark
matter. For the usual framework of cold dark matter, there are discrepancies between their
predictions for them and observations of them. N -body simulations for exclusive collisionless
cold dark matter predict the central density profile of dwarf galaxy and galaxy cluster halos
to be very cusp-like, whereas observations indicate flat cores (cusp-vs-core problem) [26]. The
number of Milky Way satellites predicted in simulations is bigger by an order of magnitude
than the number inferred from observations (missing satellite problem) [27, 28], although
this may not be very troublesome if more ultra-faint galaxies are successfully detected in
the future [29]. The brightest observed dwarf spheroidal galaxy satellites of the Milky
Way are predicted to be in the largest Milky Way subhalos, but the largest subhalos are
too massive to host them (too-big-to-fail problem) [30]. The resolution of these problems
may come through several possible means, including more accurate consideration of baryon
interactions, astrophysical uncertainties, and warm dark matter. A promising framework
that can solve all these issues is self-interacting dark matter, and that is what we consider
in our analysis with the luminogenesis model.
In the luminogenesis model, the dark and luminous sectors are unified above the Dark
Unified Theory (DUT) scale. At this DUT scale, the unified symmetry of the model breaks
(SU(3)C × SU(6) × U(1)Y → SU(3)C × SU(4)DM × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)DM), and the
breaking is triggered by the inflaton’s slipping into the minimum of its symmetry-breaking
(Coleman-Weinberg) potential and acquiring the true vacuum expectation value µDUT , which
is the DUT scale energy. This symmetry breaking of SU(6)→ SU(4)DM×SU(2)L×U(1)DM
allows the inflaton to decay to dark matter, and dark matter can in turn decay to Standard
Model (SM) and ”mirror” matter. The representations of the luminogenesis model (which
apply to each of the three families) are given below. The existence of ”mirror” fermions, as
discussed in [31, 32], is necessary for anomaly cancellation, and it provides a mechanism in
which right-handed neutrinos may obtain Majorana masses proportional to the electroweak
scale, and they could be searched for at the Large Hadron Collider.
SU(6) SU(4)DM × SU(2)L × U(1)DM
6 (1,2)2 + (4,1)−1
20 (4,1)3 + (4
∗,1)−3 + (6,2)0
35 (1,1)0 + (15,1)0 + (1,3)0 + (4,2)−3
+(4∗,2)3
TABLE I. (1,2)2 represents luminous matter while (4,1)3 + (4
∗,1)−3 represent dark matter.
The SU(4)DM dark matter fermions are represented by (4,1)3 + (4
∗,1)−3 in the 20
representation of SU(6). The inflaton φinf is represented by (1,1)0 of 35, and since
20× 20 = 1s + 35a + 175s + 189a, the inflaton decays mainly into dark matter χ through
the interaction g20 Ψ
T
20σ2Ψ20 φ35, which contains the inflaton in g20 χ
T
Lσ2χ
c
Lφinf . The process
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of luminogenesis refers to the genesis of luminous matter from the initial abundance of dark
matter which was formed from the decay of the inflaton. Most indirect detectors of dark
matter search for annihilation channels to particle-antiparticle pairs. In the luminogenesis
model, dark matter can decay to luminous particle-antiparticle pairs via an effective interac-
tion with the dark photon of U(1)DM , but also two χ particles can be converted to a fermion
and mirror fermion pair. More details on this model can be found in the aforementioned
references.
It is assumed that (15,1)0 + (1,3)0 +(4,2)−3 + (4∗,2)3 of 35 and (6,2)0 of 20 have
masses that are on the order of the DUT scale and thus do not affect the particle theory
below that energy scale. Since dark matter should have no U(1)Y charge, the SU(4)DM
particles in (4,1)−1 in the 6 representation of SU(6) cannot be dark matter since they have
U(1)Y charge, and they are assumed to decouple below the mass scale we call M1.
In [25], we make predictions for the mass of χ in the following way:
• We run the SU(2)L gauge α2 coupling from the known electroweak scale up to some
unknown DUT scale where it intersects with the SU(4)DM gauge coupling α4.
• Then we run α4 down to its confinement scale, which is when α4 ∼ 1. In analogy with
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) confinement of SU(3)C , the main contribution to
SU(4)DM fermions’ dynamical mass is from the confinement scale of SU(4)DM , and
that energy scale is our dynamical mass prediction for χ.
• In order to specify that scale, we need to specify a DUT scale. Since SU(6) breaks
at the DUT scale when the inflaton slips into its true vacuum, we specify the DUT
scale and therefore the dynamical mass of χ by constraining the parameters of a
symmetry-breaking (Coleman-Weinberg) inflaton potential with Planck’s constraints
on the scalar spectral index and amplitude.
Using this method and the β-function equation for SU(4)DM and SU(2)L, one can derive
a formula for the dynamical dark matter mass mχ as a function of the DUT scale energy
µDUT and the scale M1. Assuming M1 is the only relevant decoupling scale for SU(4)DM
below µDUT and above the known electroweak scale µEW , we have (from Eq. (10) from [25])
mχ = Exp
[
3pi
19
(
1
α4(µDM)
− 1
α2(µEW )
)]
M
12/19
1 µ
8/19
DUT µ
−1/19
EW , (39)
where α4(µDM) ∼ 1, µEW = 246GeV, and α2(µEW ) ≈ 0.03. We use this equation to relate
µDUT to M1 once we have obtained an upper bound on mχ from astrophysical observational
constraints.
Because of the confinement of SU(4), dark baryons are formed from four χ particles.
These particles are dubbed CHIMPs, which stands for ”χ Massive Particles.” A CHIMP is
denoted by X, and X = (χχχχ), and there are three dark flavors of χ, one per luminous
family of QCD. The three flavors enable the CHIMP to have spin zero because its wave
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function is a product of the SU(4)-color singlet wave function, which is antisymmetric, and
the spin-space-flavor wave function, which can also be antisymmetric by the appropriate
arrangement of 4 χs, allowing the CHIMP wave function to be symmetric. As we know from
QCD, SU(3) Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons appearing from the spontaneous breaking of
chiral symmetry from < q¯q >6= 0 acquire a small mass from the explicit breaking of quark
chiral symmetry due to the small masses of quarks, and they become pseudo-NG bosons
known as pions. The small Lagrangian masses of the up and down quarks in QCD (4 and
7 MeV respectively from current algebra) in the terms muu¯u and mdd¯d are much less than
their dynamical masses, ∼ 300 MeV for both, which is of the order of the QCD confinement
scale Λ3. In QCD, the so-called ”constituent masses” of the up and down quarks are for the
large part dynamical masses, i.e., Mu,d ∼ Λ3. Also, the pion mass can be obtained from the
well-known Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation
m2pi =
mu +md
2
|〈q¯q〉|
f 2pi
, (40)
which shows that the pion mass vanishes as mu,md → 0. With fpi ∼ Λ3, it is easy to see
that mpi  Λ3. Just as this results from the spontaneous breaking of SU(3)L × SU(3)R in
QCD, we expect a similar phenomenon from the condensate < χ¯RχL >6= 0 in SU(4), and
the NG bosons can acquire a small mass through a term m0χ¯χ with m0 a Lagrangian mass
parameter for χ which, in analogy with QCD, should obey m0  Λ4 ∼ mχ. Here mχ is the
dynamical mass which is distinct from the Lagrangian mass m0. Similar to what happens in
QCD, the dark pion piDM has a mass mpiDM proportional to m0 and is expected to be small
compared with the dynamical mass mχ. We seek to constrain the mpiDM -mX (mX being the
CHIMP mass) parameter space through astrophysical constraints via the procedure in the
following section.
C. Solving Schro¨dinger’s Equation
For unspecified X and piDM , in general, the cross section of their interaction may not
lie in the regimes of the Born or classical approximations, so we cannot rely solely on
analytical expressions for these regimes. In order to find how the mass of strongly-coupled
DM is correlated to the mass of a scalar mediator via astrophysical constraints, we need to
numerically solve Schro¨dinger’s equation, and we use the methodology described in detail
in [33].
We take the interaction between dark matter (a CHIMP, denoted by X = (χχχχ)) and
a scalar mediator (piDM) to be given by an attractive Yukawa-type potential
V (r) = −αDM
r
e−mpiDM r , (41)
where mpiDM is the mass parameter for piDM and the X − piDM coupling αDM is represented
by the effective interaction
Lint = gDM χ¯χpiDM (42)
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where αDM is defined as g
2
DM/(4pi). The interaction between the CHIMPs and piDM is via
the effective interaction between the scalar and the constituent χs in Eq. (42), in analogy
with the chiral quark model where the gluon fields have been integrated out. Another
possibility is to write an effective CHIMP-dark pion interaction Lagrangian, but then the
coupling would be dimensionful. We expect gDM to be at least 1 or bigger, and since the
pion-nucleon coupling in QCD is O(10), we analyze the cases αDM = 1 and αDM = 10.
We carried out the computational method for solving Schro¨dinger’s equation exactly as
described in [33] with a similar level of computational accuracy for most of the steps, and we
plot mX vs mpiDM for αDM = 1 and αDM = 10 via their relationship through the velocity-
averaged transfer cross section < σT > for the interaction described by the potential in Eq.
(41). The plots are shown in Figs. (4) and (5).
Using the convention of [33], the plots are described as follows:
• Blue lines going from left to right respectively represent 〈σT 〉/mX = 10 and 0.1 cm2/g
on dwarf scales, required for solving small scale structure anomalies.
• Red lines going from left to right respectively represent 〈σT 〉/mX = 1 and 0.1 cm2/g
on Milky Way (MW) scales.
• Green lines going from left to right respectively represent 〈σT 〉/mX = 1 and 0.1 cm2/g
on cluster scales.
The above astrophysical upper and lower bounds on 〈σT 〉/mX are discussed in [33]. They
come largely from N -body structure formation simulations for a limited number of specific
cross sections, so their constraining power in our plot should not be taken to be extremely
stringent. But the ranges given for 〈σT 〉/mX are generally what is needed to satisfy ob-
servational constraints from structure formation, and we discuss the regions of mX-mpiDM
parameter space that fall within all three ranges (within the bounds of all three sets of
colored lines) of 〈σT 〉/mX .
D. Analysis of Results
We plot the results of our analysis in Fig. (4) for mX ≥ 100 GeV. We are primarily
interested in this mass range, and this is also the range we examined in [25]. As one can see
from Fig. 6 in [33], the resonances present in the three sets of constraints (blue, red, and
green lines) become more aligned and overlapped as the coupling parameter α increases.
We focused our computing power on calculating data points for mX ≥ 100 GeV since we
were looking for an upper bound of mass beyond which the three sets of lines do not overlap
(i.e., where all three observational constraints are not met). For 1 . αDM . 10, we can see
from Figs. (4) and (5) that all constraints from clusters, the Milky Way, and dwarf galaxies
can be met for mX ranging from a few 100 GeV (lower bound from the αDM = 1 plot) to
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about 4 TeV (upper bound from the αDM = 10 plot), and this range corresponds to 1 MeV
. mpiDM . 10 MeV. We point out the noteworthy observation that mX & 10 TeV does
not agree with all three constraints in the plots (barring the fact that the tightness of these
astrophysical constraints is open to interpretation, as discussed in the previous section).
Given the numerical results in the previous paragraph, and since Λ4 ∼ mχ ≤ mX/4,
one can see from the plots that the approximation mpiDM  Λ4 seems to be a good one,
much better than the analogous chiral approximation in QCD. This connection between the
constraints on the macroscopic astrophysical scale and the microscopic piDM -X interaction
lends support to the viability of the luminogenesis model.
FIG. 4. We plot mX vs mpiDM for the case of αDM = 1. We see that all three constraints from
clusters (green), the Milky Way (red), and dwarf galaxies (blue) (described in the text) can be
met for mX ranging from a few 100 GeV to about 1 TeV since this parameter space falls within
all three sets of colored lines.
We now consider the implications of this upper bound on the mass of strongly-coupled
dark matter for the luminogenesis model. Since we saw that X = (χχχχ) cannot have a
mass bigger than about 4 TeV, and since mχ ≤ mX/4, we see there is an upper bound of
about 1 TeV for mχ. In Fig. (6), we plot µDUT vs M1 for this constraint mχ ≤ 1 TeV using
Eq. (39). From Fig. (6), we see that µDUT ≤ 1016 GeV in order for this astrophysical upper
bound for mχ to be satisfied, and most of the viable parameter space (the shaded triangle)
is for values of µDUT much less than 10
16 GeV. Along with this constraint, we also see that
M1 ≤ 109 GeV to allow for M1 ≤ µDUT .
Using this upper bound on µDUT along with Planck’s constraints on the scalar spectral
index and amplitude, we can also determine upper bounds on the number of e-folds and the
parameters of the potential for inflation (in our case, the Coleman-Weinberg potential we
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FIG. 5. We plot mX vs mpiDM for the case of αDM = 10. We see that all three constraints from
clusters (green), the Milky Way (red), and dwarf galaxies (blue) (described in the text) can be met
for a range of mX with an upper limit of about 4 TeV.
! "
Μ ! "
Μ Χ #
FIG. 6. We plot µDUT vs M1 for mχ ≤ 1 TeV.
used in [25]). We work out the relationships of these parameters under the constraints from
Planck in Eq. 21 of [25], and one can see that the number of e-folds would need to be less
than roughly 95.
IV. CONCLUSION
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In general, dark matter is weakly coupled to standard luminous matter (except for gravi-
tational coupling on large scales). However, it is unknown how exactly dark matter interacts
with non-standard entities, such as dark energy and the inflaton. We have examined two
cases of dark matter coupling.
In the first case, we studied the coupling of dark matter to dark energy without assuming
a particular functional form for the conversion rate, and we assumed that dark matter and
dark energy were the only components present in the universe. We illustrated a useful way
of having interaction between dark matter and dark energy that avoided the need to specify
a parametrization for Q, and this is convenient since we do not know what Q should be
from first principles. We accomplished our goal by assuming a slowly varying dark energy
field and a value of ξ that is very small. We pointed out that, at the very least, there
should be coupling between dark matter and dark energy via the ξ term in the Lagrangian
necessary for the renormalization of the scalar field for dark energy in a curved background,
and we showed in our plots that the magnitude of the coupling Q indeed grew as the
coupling constant ξ increased. Of course, one may consider the case of scalar field dark
matter, and then another term coupling this dark matter field to R would be present and
would indirectly represent another coupling of dark matter and dark energy. Ideally, what
is needed is a direct calculation of the cross section between dark energy and dark matter in
curved space-time in order to see fundamentally how this non-minimal coupling term affects
their interaction. Also, a more accurate treatment would allow for other components of the
universe to be present, which would allow for coupling between dark matter and regular
luminous matter strictly through curvature via the Ricci scalar, although we would also
expect this interaction to be small in general. A more accurate treatment would also allow
for back-reaction on the metric and a quantum treatment of gravity itself.
In the second case of dark matter coupling, we showed one way that dark matter may be
coupled to the inflaton. We showed an interesting connection between the two fields in the
luminogenesis model, which is a unified field theory that consistently combines the Standard
Model with other groups that contain dark matter, the inflaton, and other non-standard
fields. Using constraints from N -body structure formation simulations, we constrained the
mass of self-interacting dark matter, which in turn constrained the DUT scale and the M1
scale of the luminogenesis model. This constraint on the DUT scale then provided an upper
limit on the number of e-folds of inflation allowed in the model.
There are many potential ways in which dark matter couples to other fields, and we
simply pointed out interesting facets of two different possible couplings. The true nature
of dark matter and how it interacts with other matter is yet to be fully unraveled, but we
must pursue every feasible avenue in order to be ready when more precise measurements are
available.
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